As you read this editorial, you are likely in the midst of a new and promising year. As I write these words, the pages of the calendar have fallen much like the snow outside my window.
We are approaching the end of a year which yielded both good and bad facing a new year with even greater challenges. The month of December, the month of the winter solstice and the day of fewest daylight hours, is an ideal time for introspection, a time to reflect upon the past and to plan for the future. It is also a time when the television airwaves are full of holiday movies. You may find some of these movies irrelevant, maudlin, and/or poorly produced. There are, however, some that you would consider classics, those special productions that resonate with you and whose message extends beyond the holiday. One movie that I put in that category is BIt's A Wonderful Life.^This wonderful 1946 Paramount production was directed by the legendary Frank Capra. It fared poorly at the box office, but has since become a timeless classic. It starred Jimmy Stewart as George Bailey, introduced Donna Reed as George's wife Mary, cast Lionel Barrymore as the Bevil^Mr. Potter, and a host of other great character actors. A synopsis, for those not familiar with the movie, follows (credit to Bing search engine): BGeorge Bailey is a smalltown man whose life seems so desperate he contemplates suicide. He had always wanted to leave Bedford Falls to see the world, but circumstances and his own good heart have led him to stay. He sacrificed his education for his brother's, kept the family-run savings and loan afloat, protected the town from the avarice of the greedy banker Mr. Potter, and married his childhood sweetheart. As he prepares to jump from a bridge, his guardian angel intercedes; showing him what life would have become for the residents of Bedford Falls if he had never lived.^Not only highly entertaining, this movie also presents a smorgasbord of ideas to ponder. The most obvious entrée for thought is Bwhat would life be like if we did not exist^. His guardian angel Clarence presents him with a cold, hard look at what the world would be like had he not existed (for those who have not seen the movie, let me assure you that it is very dark). So, I am quite certain that by now you are asking yourself Bwhat does this movie have to do with cancer education^. Perhaps nothing at all or perhaps everything. I recently saw this movie on the big screen and began to think of my own station in life and, by transference, of the many lives that have touched mine. I believe that we all take away something from everyone we have known. Every one of us makes some impression, good or bad, on those with whom we interact. In terms of positive connections, I cannot think of any group more relevant than cancer educators. As individuals, we have benefited from the selfless tutelage of our mentors and have hopefully given even more than we have received to The AACE has allowed each of us to experience a number of positive contacts. The past meeting of the AACE gave witness through numerous presentations and networking. Below are just a few of those who were recognized for their efforts and who touched our lives.
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